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Abstract

We describe an experiment
in using Transformation-Based Learning to im-
prove the output of a VP ellipsis resolution sys-
tem. In this preliminary study, we address sys-
tem errors in which the correct VP antecedent
was chosen, but in which right-peripheral ma-
terial should either be added or removed. The
system was trained on 256 examples of VP ellip-
sis from the Brown Corpus, and was tested on
128 examples. While the small size of the data
sets did not lead to conclusive empirical results,
many of the patterns learned appear to represent
correct generalizations, and we are currently en-
gaged in experiments with larger data sets.

Introduction
We describe an experiment in using Transformation-
Based Learning to improve the output of a VP ellip-
sis resolution system. In this preliminary study, we
address system errors in which the correct VP an-
tecedent was chosen, but in which right-peripheral ma-
terial should either be added or removed. The system
was trained on 256 examples of VP ellipsis from the
Brown Corpus, and was tested on 128 examples. While
the small size of the data sets did not lead to conclusive
empirical results, many of the patterns learned appear
to represent correct generalizations, and we are cur-
rently engaged in experiments with larger data sets.
In addition, we plan to build on this initial experi-
ment in several ways: first, we plan to examine left
peripheral material and other aspects of the form of
the antecedent; second, we plan to examine related is-
sues in other types of ellipsis resolution; third, we plan
to examine ML techniques concerning the selection of
the antecedent, as well as determining its form.

Background: The VPE-RES System

The VPE-RES system (Hardt, forthcoming) automat-
ically resolves VP ellipsis occurrences, using a combi-
nation of structural constraints and discourse heuris-
tics. These constraints and heuristics were manually

developed, based on a combination of existing linguis-
tic generalizations, and an iterative process of empir-
ically testing the system and manually examining the
results, using a corpus of 644 examples from the Penn
Treebank.

The problem of ellipsis resolution can be divided into
two subproblems:

1. The Selection Problem: determine which VP in con-
text is the correct antecedent

2. The Form Problem: determine exact form of an-
tecedent

The system selects the correct VP antecedent in
83.4% of the 644 examples from the Penn Treebank,
while the exact form of the antecedent is correct in
only 75.9% of the examples. There are 48 examples in
which the system makes an error in the Form Problem.

We suspect that ML techniques might lead to im-
provement in both the Selection Problem and the Form
Problem. Here, we explore the Form Problem, focusing
on differences involving right-peripheral material.

Consider the following example:

(1) The level of consumer expeditures will not [vP
continue to rise] [pp in the sixties] I am confi-
dent that it [vPE will].

Here, the system selects CONTINUE TO RISE ,
which is parsed as the complete VP antecedent. How-
ever, the correct choice (according to both human
coders) is CONTINUE TO RISE IN THE SIXTIES.
In this case, a PP ("in the sixties") following the se-
lected antecedent should be added. Indeed, one could
argue that this is a limitation of the Treebank parsing
scheme, and that the PP should have been parsed as a
subconstituent of the antecedent VP.

Consider now the following example:

(2) During nighttime hours the skywave radiations
are reflected from the ionosphere, thereby cre-
ating the possibility of one station’s [vP ren-
dering service] [pp via skywave] at a much
greater distance than it [VPE can] [pp through
its groundwave signal].
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Here, the system selects RENDERING SERVICE
VIA SKYWAVE, while the correct antecedent is REN-
DERING SERVICE. Thus, a right-peripheral PP
(VIA SKYWAVE) must be removed from the system-
selected antecedent. Note that in this case, a PP also
appears immediately to the right of the VPE.

These examples suggest several potential hypothe-
ses:

1. Add a right-peripheral PP to the antecedent unless
a PP appears to the right of the VPE

2. For any category, XP, add a right-peripheral XP to
the antecedent unless an XP appears to the right of
the VPE

3. For a set of "similar" category pairs, < XP, YP >,
add a right-peripheral XP to the antecedent unless
a YP appears to the right of the VPE

We are using the technique of Transformation-Based
Learning to systematically search a space of possibili-
ties including the above hypotheses.

Background: Transformation-Based
Learning
Transformation-Based Learning (Brill, 93) is a gen-
eral method for deriving linguistic models from cor-
pora. It begins with a Training Corpus and a Base-
line System. The system then iteratively learns trans-
formational rules that improve on the performance of
the Baseline System. A set of rule templates defines
the space of possible transformations that the system
searches. Typically, the Baseline System incorporates
some simple heuristics. For example, in the application
to part-of-speech tagging, the Baseline System simply
gives each word the tag it most often receives in the
Training Corpus, while in the application to parsing
the Baseline System simply assigns a right-branching
structure to all sentences. However, there is nothing
in the method that requires a simple Baseline System.
In the current work, the Baseline System is the VPE-
RES system, a fairly complex system of structural con-
straints and discourse heuristics.

The search space of transformations involves adding
or removing right-peripheral material to the selected
antecedent VP, based on certain features of both the
antecedent and VPE environments.

Learning Right-Peripheral
Modifications

Search Space

For the initial experiment, the system examines left
context and right context of the antecedent and VPE.
The following templates describe the search space
(where L denotes Left and R denotes Right):

Ant L Ant R Rule VPE L VPE R
XP YP Remove-R WP ZP
XP YP Add-R WP ZP

Notice that the Right Context of the antecedent VP
has a different meaning depending on whether the rule
is Remove or Add: for a Remove rule, the Right Con-
text is the right-most sister to the main verb. For an
Add rule, the Right Context is the sister category im-
mediately following the antecedent VP. If there is no
such sister, Right Context is empty.

Learned Transformations

The system learned the following ordered list of trans-
formations (note that the * will match on any cate-
gory):

Rule Ant L Ant R Rule VPE L VPE R
1 Add-R NP NIL
2 Add-R SINV NP
3 $ Add-R NP ADVP
4 S Remove-R $ PP
5 NP Remove-R NP NP
6 ADVP Remove-R NIL
7 ADJP Remove-R PP
8 NP PP Remove-R PP

Despite the small data set, the transformations ap-
pear to capture important factors in determining the
proper form of the VP antecedent in ellipsis resolu-
tion. Rule 1 adds a right sister to the antecedent VP
whenever the VPE has no following right sister. This
reflects the fact that a right sister to a VP is often
properly considered an adjunct or argument to the
VP. Such adjuncts are generally included as part of
the antecedent to VPE, unless there is a correspond-
ing adjunct or argument following the VPE. Thus, the
occurrence of NIL following the VPE is crucial in this
rule. Rule 2 concerns inverted sentences, of category
SINV; here, the NP following the VPE is actually the
Subject, rather than an argument or adjunct. Again,
the sister to the antecedent is to be included. Rule
5 reflects the fact that a right-periperhal NP in the
antecedent should be removed in the VPE is followed
by an NP. Here, it is specified that the left-context
of the VPE is NP, because this rule is not correct in
cases where the left-context of the VPE is SINV. Rule
8 specifies that a right-peripheral PP in the antecedent
is to be removed if the VPE is followed by a PP. Rules
4 and 7 suggest that, for these purposes, S and ADJP
can also be considered to "match" a PP. More data is
needed to evaluate these rules. The status of rules 3
and 6 also appear questionable.

Test Results

The above ordered sequence of transformations was
tested on a test set of 128 examples from the Brown
Corpus. In 40 of these examples, the VPE-RES system
has a error. Overall, the learned transformations did
not change this number. Three examples were modi-
fied; in one case this fixed an error, in another case an
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error was introduced, and in a third case the system
had selected the wrong antecedent.

In the following example, the learned system intro-
duced an error, because of Rule 1, which adds a right-
peripheral constituent to the antecedent whenever the
VPE lacks a right-peripheral sister.

(3) We did not [vP accept the diagnosis] [pp at
once] - but hDVP gradually], we are coming

[v/’s to ].

Here, the PP at once must not be added to the an-
tecedent. Intuitively, the ADVP gradually might be
considered a "matching" constituent in the VPE envi-
ronment. In future work, we plan to expand the search
space to capture such relationships.

(4) ...but even if we can not [vp see the repulsive
characteristics] [pp in this new image of Amer-
ica], foreigners [vps can]...

Here, Rule 1 correctly adds the right-peripheral PP
to the antecedent VP, because the VPE lacks a right-
peripheral sister.

Conclusions and Future Work

This preliminary study has shown that interesting pat-
terns relating to the improvement of VPE-RES can
be identified by Transformation-Based Learning. It is
clearly necessary to increase the amount of relevant
data. Although the current study involved several hun-
dred examples of VPE, only a small fraction of those
were directly relevant. Only about 10% of the time
does VPE-RES select the correct antecedent with a
problem in form - and not all of those problems in-
volve right-peripheral material. Thus there are pri-
marly two ways in which we are developing experi-
ments with larger amounts of relevant data:

¯ More examples: 644 examples of VPE have been
identified in the Penn Treebank (and it is estimated
that nearly twice that number could be found with
better searching techniques).

¯ More transformations: examination of
left-peripheral material would increase the number
of relevant examples.

In addition, we envision increasing the search space,
as described above.

Furthermore, we intend to apply a similar technique
to other types of ellipsis. In particular, certain types of
ellipsis such as stripping are natural candidates for this
approach, because the Form Problem appears to be the
more important than the antecedent Selection Prob-
lem, since the antecedent is required to be adjacent to
the ellipsis site. Finally, we intend to investigate Trans-
formation Based Learning and other Machine Learning
techniques in attacking the Selection Problem as well
as the Form Problem in ellipsis.
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